The following map illustrates the countries for which the Observatory includes some information.
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The designations employed and the presentation of material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or borders.

Disclaimer

This page has been implemented by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe and contains only governmental/official source information as well as remarks from the Private Sector.

For any requirements please send an email to observatory-covid@un.org or konstantinos.alexopoulos@un.org

This space presents information on travel restrictions and border shutdowns by country.
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Iceland
Supported by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa

UN ECA Members States, please send updates to Mr. Tinfissi-Joseph Ilboudo (ilboudo@un.org) and Mr. Molla Hunegnaw Asmare (hunegnaw@un.org)

Supported by the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean

UN ECLAC Members States, please send updates to Mr. Gabriel Perez Salas (gabriel.perez@cepal.org)

Supported by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific

UN ESCAP Members States, please send updates to Ms. Azhar Jaimurzina (azhar.jaimurzina@un.org)

Supported by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia

UN ESCWA Members States, please send updates to Dr. Yarob Badr (badr3@un.org)

Supported by the International Transport Forum

Supporting by the International Road Transport Union

IRU hotline: information@iru.org

Supported by the Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile

FIA local point Mr. Habib Turki (h.turki@fia.com)

Supported by the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO) Secretariat

ECO Secretariat Member States, please send updates to Mrs. B. Adilbekova (adilbekova@eco.int)

Resources

Border Crossings in the age of COVID 19: TIR keeps borders open

World tourism remains at a standstill as 100% of countries impose restrictions on travel
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Links

- World Customs Organization
- International Civil Aviation Organization
- International Transport Forum
- International Road Transport Union
- International Union of Railways

COVID-19 - WCO updates
Aviation and COVID-19
Road Transport Platform: Covid-19 Information
International Flash Info COVID-19
UIC Covid-19 task force